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Abstract. This article proposes a measurement of Time in the mathe
matical models of Time. Any measurement consists in an establishment of 
a correspondence between the measured object and a number, or a vector, 
or some other mathematical quantity. Here we construct an isomorphism 
between the moments in any fixed mathematical model of Time and the 
real numbers, which isomorphism preserves the order. This construction 
includes a one-to-one correspondence between all moments of Time and 
the real numbers for each fixed mathematical model of Time. Moreover 
this correspondence preserves the order, i.e. it maps larger real numbers 
to the later moments. 

Pe3l0Me. ;:ha cTaTbH rrpe.n;JiaraeT H3MepeHHe epeMeHH B MaTeMaTH
qecI<HX MO.ll;eJIHX BpeMeHH. J1106oe H3MepeHHe COCTOHT B ycTaHOBJieHHH 
COOTBeTCTBHH Mell<.ny H3MepHeMblM o6beI<TOM H HeI<OTOpblM 'IHCJIOM, HJIH 
BeI<TOpoM, HJIH HeI<OTOpOH .n;pyroli MaTeMaTH'leCI<OH BeJIH'IHHOH. 3.n;ecb 
I<OHCTpyHpyeTCH H30M0p<f>H3M, coxpaHHIOll{Htt rrop11.n;o1<, Mell<.ny MOMeH
TaMH I<aI<OH-JIH6o <f>HI<cHpOBaHHOtt MO.n;eJibIO epeMeHH H eeru:ecTBeHHbl
MH 'IHCJiaMH. To-ecTb, I<OHCTpyHpyeTcH B3aHMHo e.n;H03Ha'!Hoe H 06-
paTHMoe COOTBeTCTBHe Mell<.ny BCeMH MOMeHTaMH BpeMeHH I<aI<OH-JIH6o 
<f>HI<cHpOBaHHOH MaTeMaTH'leCKOH MO.ll;eJIH BpeMeHH H eeru:ecTBeHHblMH 
'IHCJiaMH, I<OTopoe coxpaHHeT nop11.n;o1<. 

This article is on the measurement of Time in the axiomatic theories of Time, 
which development begins with Bertrand Russell, Whitehead, Norbert Wiener, G. 
J. Whitrow. Here the author formulates only exact mathematical results, almost 
without commentaries, following Newton's motto "hypotheses non fingo". The 
result present here is very small in comparison with the immensity and grandiosity 
of the problem of Time. 

There exist mathematical models of Time (see Russell (1], Whitrow [2], Walker 
[3], Thomason [4], Madguerova [5]), where theories of Time are constructed by 
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axioms over the events and by the definitions of Time's moments. These definitions 
are based on the events and are due to Russell [1] and Walker [3] (see also Whitrow 
[2]). 

The indicated models realized the idea of Whitehead [6] and Russell [1] to receive 
the fundamental properties of Time by axioms on the events. Really, these models 
prove [4, 5] the basic properties of Time continuum, used in Mathematical Physics. 
That is, these models prove that all instants (i.e. moments) of Time form a linearly 
ordered open-ended continuum with everywhere dense sequence of instants. Here 
we further develop these models of Time (see [5]), proposing a measurement of 
Time in all of them together. The necessity of a precision in the conception of the 
measurement of Time for mathematical models of Time is noticed by Whitrow [2], 
N. Wiener, A. Wintner [7], V. A. Uspensky (Conference on Logic, Varna 1986). 
Any measurement cons_ists in an establishment of a correspondence between the 
measured object and a number, or a vector, or some other mathematical quantity. 
Here we establish a one-to-one correspondence between all moments of Time and 
the real numbers for each of these Time models. Moreover, this correspondence 
preserves the order, i.e. it maps larger real numbers to the later moments. (This 
correspondence even is an isomorphism) . 

The constructed correspondence can evidently be changed in many aspects. The 
possibility of many kind of measurements of Time reflects the real relativity of the 
measurement of Time, depending on the choice of the "clocks", i.e. depending on 
the choice of the "periodical processes" and their comparisons and confrontations. 
The choice of the clock would reflect on the choice of the basic dense sequence jl of 
instants of Time. 

The sequence jl is constructed in any model of Time by a given (from the 
axioms) sequence K of events. That is why it is not difficult and it is almost 
evident to substitute the proposed here construction for a measurement of Time 
by such one, based on the sequence K of events, avoiding the aiding sequence jl of 
instants. 

Since we mainly use the everywhere dense sequence jl of instants, constructed in 
all mathematical models of Time (see [2, 4, 5]) f~r the exposition of the measurement 
here, we shall not remind in details the voluminous mathematical models of Time. 

The proposed measurement of Time here is for any arbitrarily chosen coordinate 
system of account and is based on the events (of K) in this system. This assures 
the compatibility of the measurement of Time with the Theory of Relativity, as 
the existence of the events and their order do not depend on the choice of the 
co-ordinate system of account, although their perception can depend. 

Roughly speaking, we can choose a suitable sequence of "periodical" events for 
J{. As an example, ]{ can consist of the motions of an eternal clock pendulum, 
whose motions are reduced to fragments. We can choose for jl the instants of 
the fixed positions of the pendulum. Then the proposed here construction of a 
measurement will coincide with the usual measurement of Time. 

The construction of a measurement in any co-ordinate system of account is nec
essary for the comparison of different co-ordinate systems of account . The different 
measurement of Time in a different co-ordinate system of account can as usual be 
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assured and obtained, postulating the Lorentz's formulas (or Newton's formulas). 
Thus we have: 

Theorem. We shall construct an one-to-one correspondence between all in
stants of Time in any fixed mathematical model of Time and the real numbers that 
maps larger numbers to the later instants. Moreover, this correspondence is an 
isomorphism between the instants and the real numbers, preserving the order. 

Proof There exists a dense sequence .I\ of instants of Time after the axioms on 
the events in any of the mathematical models of Time (2, 4, 5] . At first we shall 
map an instant I of Time from the sequence .I\ to each 'rational number r ( / -+ r), 
(which will be denoted by M(1) = r) in such a way that a later moment of Time 
will correspond to a larger number. 

We shall divide the proof of the Theorem for the sake of clearness of the expo
sition, thus formulating and proving its parts ·as Proposition 1 and Proposition 2. 

Proposition 1. We can construct subsequences of instants of .I\ 

Po< P1 < P2 < ···<Pm < · · · and Po> P-1 > P-2 > · · · > P-m > · · · 

such that if / is an arbitrary fixed instant , then there are instants Pk, p1 with 
Pk < / < pz . Moreover, we can choose two successive instants of the indicated 
subsequences. Pk and Pk+l with Pk~/~ Pk+l· We have the map M(pk) = k . 

Proof of Proposition 1 (which is a part of the proof of the Theorem). 
Let us arbitrary choose and fix a "null" ("zero") moment of Time among the 

members of the sequence .I\ (i.e. a moment a of .I\ to which we shall map the 
zero number, M(a) = 0). For example, let us choose the first member xo of 
.I\ = { xo, x 1 , · · · , Xp, · · · } to correspond to the real zero. This correspondence will 
be denoted by M(xo) = 0. 

There exist moments of .I\ after the moment x 0 = p0 and other moments of 
.I\ before xo, after the properties of the sequence .I\. For example, let us have 
Xn~· < xo < Xn~, Xn~· E .I\, Xn~ E .I\. The relation: the moment µ is before the 
moment v, or vis afterµ, will be as usual denoted byµ< v. Among the instants 
of .I\, which are after xo, there exists an instant Xn' E .I\, which is with the least 

1 

number as a member of .I\, i .e. Xn' > xo and if we have xo < Xn• , Xn• E .I\, 
1 

then n• ~ n~ . This follows from the properties of the integers, since the instants 
xo, x1, ... , Xn• are a finite number and among them there exists Xn' . 

0 1 

Let 1ou 1 be with the least integer u1 for which 

n~ ~ 10u1 . 

The moments xo, x 1 , ... , x 10•1 of the sequence .I\ again are a finite number. 
Let Xni = p1 be the last instant among the instants x 0 , x 1 , ... , x 10., . Then we 
have 

xo = Po < Xn~ ~ Xni = Pl· 

We shall map the integer 1 to p1 , M (p1 ) = 1. 
Respectively, there exists an instant Xn" of .I\ with the least number among the 

1 

instants of .I\ which are before p0 . Let 10v 1 be with v1 a positive integer for which 
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n1 ~ 10111 and moreover, let v1 be the least integer of this kind. Let Xn~· = P-1 
be the earliest moment of the instants x 0 , x 1 , .. . , X1Q•1 • Then we have 

P-1 ~ Xn~ < Xo =PO· 

We shall map the number -1 to p_1, M(p-1) = -1. 
Recursively, let we have chosen analogously the moments Pm and P-m of J'l and 

let we have constructed the map M(pm) = m, M(P-m) = -m together with the 
sequences 

1ou1, 1ou2, ... , 1oum, 

10111 > 10112 > ••• > lOllm' 
1 ~ U1 < U2 < · · · < Um, 

1 ~ V1 < V2 < · · · < Vm 

where u1, •.. , Um and 1:11, ... , Vm are integers. Then there exist moments of Time 
Xn' and Xn" of J'l which are with 

m+l m+l 

after the properties of J'l. Moreover, let Xn" and Xn' be such moments with 
.. m+l m+1 

the least possible numbers as members of J'l. Then we also have 

n~+l > 1011m. 

Now let Um+l and Vm+l be the least integers with 

Then we have Um < Um+1, Vm < Vm+l· Let Xn• = Pm+1; Xn.. = P-m-1 m11 m+l 
be the members of J'l which correspondingly are the ast moment among the finite 
number of moments of J'l: xo, x1, ... , x 10"m+1 (i.e. with numbers not larger than 
10um+>) for -Pm+l and the earlieast moment among the finite number of moments 
of J'l: xo, xi, ... , x 10•m+1 (i.e. with numbers not larger than lQ11 m+1) for P-m-1 · 
Thus we have 

Let us pose M(Pm+1) = m + 1, M(P-m-1) = -m - l. We also have 

P-m-1 < P-m < · · · < P-1 < Po < P1 < · · · < Pm < Pm+l · 

Further on, let 'Y be an arbitrary fixed instant. There exist instants xp and Xr 

of .fl with Xp < 'Y < Xr, after the proper_ties of J'l. We can always choose Um' and 
Vm" with 

Then we receive P-m" < 'Y < Pm' according to the choice of P-m" and Pm'. More
over 'Y can be bounded among two successive members of the constructed sequences 
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This can be shown in the following way: Let 10 and s0 be the ,least nonnegative 
integers with P-•o :S / :S Pio. If lo -::f 0, we have 

Plo-1 :S I :S Pio· 

If so #- 0, we have 
P-•o :S I :S P-•o+l · 

If lo= so = 0, then/= PD· That is why any fixed moment I is between some two 
successive members of the indicated subsequences of .fl 

Po= xo, Pl= Xn•, ... , Pm, ... and Po= Xo, P-1 = Xn .. , · · ·, P-m, · · · 
1 • 1 

This finishes the proof of Proposition 1, which is a part of the proof of the Theorem 
and will be used further. We shall use also the following: 

Proposition 2. We can map an instant Pm/k(= Xn') from the sequence .f{ to 
each rational number m/k, which map is denoted by M(Pm/k) = m/k. We have 
Pmifk 1 < Pm 2 /k 2 if and only if mi/k1 < m2/k2. Here m, m1, m2, k, ki, k2 are 
integers, k, ki, k2 #- 0. 

Proof of Proposition 2. Let us fix an integer k. We have the existence of a 
moment x of .f{ with Pk < x < Pk+i. (x = xp), according to the properties of 
.f{. Then there exists a moment Xn• of j{ with the least number n• and with 
Pk < Xn• < Pk+l· Let us pose M(xn•) = k + 1/2 = k~ and let us denote 
Xn• = Pk+l/2· 

Further on, there exist members of .f{, Xn 1 and Xn 2 with the least numbers ni 

and n2 for which 

We shall pose M(xnJ = k + 1/3, M(xn2 ) = k + 2/3, Xn 1 = Pk+l/31 Xn 2 = Pk+2/3 · 
Let us suppose that we have determined Pk+l/q for I < q, where/, q were positive 

integers and l/q was nonreducuble, and have posed 

M(Pk+l/q) = k + l/q. 

Let us suppose that by construction Pk+p/r < Pk+•/t if and only if p/r < s/t, where 
p, r, s, tare positive integers, r :Sq, t :Sq. 

Now, let 1/(q+ 1), ... ,q/(q+ 1) be nonreducible fractions. Any rational a= 
k + l/(q + 1), 0 < l < (q + 1), is between two successive rationals of the kind 
k+p/r <a< k+s/t with 0 :Sp :Sr, 0 < s :St; p, r, s, t being integers , 0 < r :Sq, 
0 < t :S q, such that there is not any rational of that kind between k + p/r and 
k + s/t. We have supposed that we had already determined Pk+p/r and Pk+•/t , 
Pk+p/r < Pk+•/t· There exist moments x, members of the sequence .f{, which are 
between them: 

Pk+p/r < x < Pk+•/t · 

Let Xn
0 

be the member of .f{ with the least number n 0 for which 
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Let us determine M ( Xn 0 ) = k + l / ( q + 1) and let us denote Xn 0 = Pk+l( q+l). 

Moreover, then we have Pk+u/v < Pk+w/z if and only if k + u/v < k + w/z, where 
u, v, w, z are nonnegative integers 0 < v ::; q + 1, 0 < z ::; q + 1, u ::; v, w ::; z. 
By induction this finishes the proof of Proposition 2, which is a part of the proof 
of the Theorem and will be used further. 

Let now / be an arbitrary chosen moment, which does not coincide with any 
moment of the kind Pm/k for any rational m/k, k =/= 0. What is the convenient 
value of M)t)? 

We have Pm < / < Pm+i for some fixed integer m in accord with Proposition l. 
Let us denote Pm= <p1, Pm+l = 1/J1. We compare/ with Pm+l/2· We have either 

I < Pm+l/2 or Pm+l/2 < 'Y· 

In the first case we shall denote Pm = <p2, Pm+l/2 = t/J2. In the second case we shall 
denote Pm+l/2 = <p2, Pm+l = tP2· 

Moreover, all rational numbers m + l/q, l ::; q, l , q being positive integers, 
between the integers m and m + 1 can be ordered in a sequence as usual by the 
increasing of the dominator q, where l and q are nonreducible. I.e. we have the 
sequence: 

This sequence determines the corresponding sequence of instants 

Further on, let us suppose that we have determined the instants 'Pk-1 and tPk-1 

with 
'Pk-1 <I< tPk-1· 

Then we establish the order among instants 

This is, we exactly determine between which two successive instants of the sequence 

the instant / is. The earlier of these two instants we denote by 'Pk and the later 
instant by tPk. Thus we have <pk < / < tPk. 

In such a way we receive two sequences of instants 

<p1 :S <p2 :S · · · :S 'Pk :S · · · and t/J1 ~ tP2 ~ · · · ~ tPk ~ · · · (1) 

with the properties <pk < / < tPk, 'Pk = Pr., tPk = PP•, where Pk, rk are rational 
numbers, m :S rk < m+ 1, m <Pk :S m+ l. Moreover, the sequences of the rational 
numbers {Pk}, { rk} are monotonous. The sequence { rk} is increasing, the sequence 
{Pk} is decreasing. These sequences also are bounded by their construction: m :S 
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rk < Pk S m+ 1. It follows that these sequences are convergent. Since Pk-rk ~ 1/ k 
for Vk, hence both sequences have the same limit. I.e. there exists 

lim rk = g = lim Pk. 
k-+oo k-+oo 

We shall map the real number g to the moment of Time/, M(1) = g. 
Further on we shall deem that 'Pk = 'l/Jk = / for Vk in the case / = Pr/• where 

r / s is a rational number. 
Thus we have maped a real number g to any instant /, M ( /) = g. 

Moreover, let 'Y and 8 be two different instants with 'Y < 8. We want to show 
that M('Y) < M(8). Let the corresponding monotonous sequences {t.pk}, {'l/Jk} (see 
(1)) are {t.pk}, {'l/Jk} for/ and {t.pk*}, {'l/Jk*} for 8, with 

for Vk. 

Then we have 'Pk ~ 'Y < 8 ~ 'l/Jk*. I.e. we receive M('Y) ~ M(8), since 

lim'l/;k* = M(8). 
k 

Let us assume that M(1) = M(8) for some different instants 'Y and 8, / < 8. This 
signifies that there does not exist any instant of the kind Pn+k/1 (where k, l, n 
are integers, l -:f 0) between the instants 'Y and 8. It follows that both instants 
/ and 8 are between instants of the kind Pm and Pm+i for some fixed integer m. 
Moreover, both 'Y and 8 are together not of the kind Pr for some rational number 
r with M(Pr) = r, according to the construction of the map M. Since/< 8, then 
there exist instants x of the sequence Jl with 'Y < x < 8. Moreover, there is an 
instant Xp 0 of Jl with / < Xp 0 < 8, which number Po is the least. Therefore we 
have 

• . .1.•• 
'Pk < Xpo < 'l'k for Vk. 

Since both instants 'Y and 8 do not correspond together to any rational number , 
either the sequence {'Pk} or the sequence { 'l/;'j/} has infinitely many different mem
bers. These members are also the members Xw; of the sequence Jl (according to 
the construction of the sequences { t.pk} and { 'l/;'j/ }), chosen to correspond to differ
ent rational numbers. Moreover, each such instant Xw; has been chosen with the 
least number w; in the sequence Jl and also to satisfy the corresponding determi
native inequalities. Therefore we receive that Xp0 must be equal to some of the 
members either of the sequence { t.pk} or of the sequence { '!/;;*}, whereas we have 
'Pk < "'Po < 'l/Jk* for Vk. That is why the obtained contradiction proves the impos
sibility of M(1) = M(8). It remains M(1) < M(8). This finishes the construction 
of the map M, comparing a real number to each instant and preserving the order. 

Now we want to show that there exists an instant/ for any real number a, such 
that M(1) = a. If a is a rational number, we have/ = Pa, in accord with the 
construction of the map M. 

Further, let the number a be not rational. The real number a realizes a 
Dedekind's section Qi IQ2 of the rational Q, where 

Qi = { q E Q, q ~ a} and Q2 = { q E Q, q > a}. 
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Let us scrutinize the corresponding sets of instants: 

roti = {a : a E rot, rot(a) ::; a} and ,rot2 = {a : a E rot, rot(a) >a} 

where rot is the linearly ordered continuum of all instants (see (5)) . We shall show 
that the sets roti and rot2 realize a Dedekind 's section roti lrot2 of rot. This is true 
since we evidently have: 

1. roti f 0, rot2 f 0, because if the rational number r is with r ::; a, then 
Pr E roti; if the rational number r is with r >a, then Pr E rot2. 

2. If the instant r is before an instant a of rot1 , r < a, a E roti, then we have 
M(r) < M(a)::; a, i.e. we get r E rot1 . If the instant r* is after an instant a* of 
rot2, a*< r*, a* E rot2, then M(r*) > M(a*) >a. Therefore r• E rot2 is in accord 
with the construction of rot1 and rot2, and also because the map M preserves the 
order. 

3. We have rot1 U "rot2 = rot since the map M is defined on rot and after the 
construction of rot1 and rot2. Thus we have for any a' E rot that either M(a') ::; a 
and then a' E rot1 , or M(a') >a and then a' E rot2. 

4. We have rot1 nrot2 = 0 by the construction and by the properties of the map M . 
Therefore we receive that rot1 jrot2 is a Dedekind's section of rot. 
But rot is a continuum after [5] . Then there exists an instant a 0 E rot , dividing 

rot1 and rot2, i.e. ifµ < a 0 , then µ E rot1 , if v > a 0 , then v E rot2, where µ and v 
are instants. 

Moreover, we have M(a 0 ) =a after (1) and after the construction of rot1 , rot2 
and the map M. One of the proof is the following : If we assume that M(a0 ) = 
b < a, then there exists a rational number r with b < r < a. Then the instant 
Pr E roti , since M(pr) = r <a. Simultaneously we obtain Pr E rot2, since Pr> a 0 

because the map M preserves the order, and M(a0
) = b < r = M(Pr ). But 

we have rot1 n rot2 = 0. The received contradiction proves the impossibility of 
M(a 0 ) = b <a. 

Let us assume M(a 0 ) = b >a. Then there exists a rational number p with a< 
p < b. Therefore the instant Pp must belong to·rot1 , since M(pp) = p < b = M(a 0

) . 

Simultaneously we have Pp E rot2, since a< M(pp) = p. But we have rotinrot2 = 0 . 
The obtained contradiction proves the impossibility of a < b = M ( a 0 ) . Thus 
remains a= b = M(a 0

) . 

This finishes the proof of the Theorem on the measurement of Time. 
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